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S.NO                                               QUESTIONS    MARKS 

Q1. China as a Strategic partner or an emerging economic threat to Pakistan?   10 

Q2. Write down a period of Ayub khan?   10 

Q3. Write a note on the role of Pakistan in organization of Islamic conference (O.I.C)?   10 

Q4. What is constitution? And which constitution is running in Pakistan now a day?   10 

Q5. What is foreign policy? And what is the importance of Pakistan foreign policy?   10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Answer No 1: 

Of all China's neighboring nations, China-Pakistan relations are the 

nearest and most amiable. With the dismiss from Xin Jinping's 

proposition, the "China-Pakistan Economic Corridor", the relations of 

the two nations have moved up to another level from significant level 

political and military relations, stretching out to the full scope of 

contacts and exhaustive relations. Nonetheless, China has a few 

concerns with respect to Pakistan, especially the issues related with 

containing Islamic psychological oppression just as the rising Islamic 

character inside Xinjiang's Uyghur minority. In any case, both the 

United States and China have a typical enthusiasm for permitting China 

to play a greater in the remaking of Afghanistan and oblige 

entrepreneurial moves from Pakistan; and this political change is 

invited generally by other local players including Russia, Iran, Saudi 

Arabia, and other Gulf nations.  

 

Presentation  

 

Of all China's neighboring nations, China-Pakistan relations are the 

nearest and friendliest. The two nations built up political relations in 

1951, making Pakistan one of the principal Islamic nations just as the 

second nation in South Asia after India to build up conciliatory relations 

with China. The two nations have stayed solid partners from that point 

forward. The closeness of the connection between the two nations can 

be seen from major respective cooperations throughout the long term. 

For example, in the Indo-Pakistani wars of 1965 and 1971, China took 



the side of Pakistan against India. What's more, China upheld the 

coalition among Pakistan and the United States against the Soviet 

intrusion of Afghanistan in 1979. China additionally gave help to 

Pakistan to turn into an atomic force in 1998, and utilized its Security 

Council veto power without precedent for 1972 to impede the section 

of Bangladesh into the United Nations. Pakistan assumed a vital 

function in the ice-breaking visit of U.S. Public Security Adviser Henry 

Kissinger to China in 1971, and was one of just two United Nations part 

nations (alongside Cuba) to help China following the Tiananmen Square 

occurrence of 1989. The two nations appreciate close collaboration in 

zones, for example, exchange, fringes, and their militaries, implying that 

Pakistan has an interesting status among China's numerous 

discretionary allies. 

 

How might we comprehend the unique connection among China and 

Pakistan? Why have the two nations delighted in such neighborly and 

stable discretionary relations over an entire scope of regions in the 

course of recent years? In the event that we can precisely address 

these two inquiries, we can all the more completely comprehend the 

key significance of Pakistan both in the locale and around the world. As 

one of the world's significant forces, China's advancement over a scope 

of territories has been the subject of expanding worldwide 

consideration as of late. China is broadly viewed as a "rising force" that 

may compromise the United States in the future. Therefore, China's key 

relationship with Pakistan must be perceived from a worldwide vital 

viewpoint, explicitly the interlocking international connections between 

China, the United States, India and Russia. Moreover, the battle among 

Western and Islamic civilisation with regards to advancements in the 



Middle East after the 11 September assaults, specifically the worldwide 

spread and dissemination of psychological warfare, are additionally 

critical components in China–Pakistan relations.  

 

The Regional Context and Players  

 

After the Second World War, with regards to the U.S.- Soviet Cold War, 

China and India played a more conspicuous function in East Asia and 

South Asia. Despite the fact that China isn't an individual from the 

"Uncommitted Movement",(5) while India is one of its three 

establishing nations (alongside Egypt and Yugoslavia), both China and 

India took autonomous international strategy positions outside of the 

U.S. what's more, Soviet force alliances. Thus, reciprocal relations 

among China and India, just as their conciliatory relations with the U.S. 

furthermore, Soviet alliances have importantly affected the key 

relations among China and Pakistan. In basic terms, despite the fact 

that India sought after an arrangement of nonalignment during the 

Cold War, it had close military and political relations with the Soviet 

Union. what's more, the pressure in relations among China and India 

for the most part emerged from long haul regional questions along the 

two nations' shared fringe. Simultaneously, neighborly relations among 

India and the Soviet Union were a thistle in the side of the Chinese 

whose own relations with the Soviet Union decayed from the 1960s 

onwards. Therefore, inside the South Asia district, China sought after an 

arrangement of union with Pakistan to adjust against India. Even after 

the breakdown of the Soviet Union, China has kept on keeping up this 



arrangement, even as China and India attempted to improve relations 

with one another and build up a level of common trust.  

 

During the Cold War, relations between the Soviet Union and India 

were neighborly. Also, following the 1979 Soviet intrusion of 

Afghanistan, along with the standardization of relations among China 

and the United States, the United States and China followed steady 

strategies towards Pakistan, offering it political and military help in 

order to contain Soviet impact in Central and South Asia. For this 

situation, with the Taliban's ascent to control in Afghanistan in 1996, 

and the 11 September assaults, there was a basic change in the vital 

circumstance. The fundamental impact of this was U.S. strategy in 

Central and South Asia transformed from its past supporting function to 

a prevailing function in the provincial request so as to do its post-911 

worldwide enemy of psychological oppression policy. as of late, there 

was an extreme change in the parts of Russia and India from their past 

ill will towards the United States and China, as the two nations 

somewhat became accomplices of the United States in the battle 

against illegal intimidation. The function of China was considerably 

more unpretentious, specifically after the 2008 worldwide budgetary 

emergency as China's general force progressed generously and it's 

political, military, monetary, and even social impact extended, 

subsequently changing the local force relations in Central and South 

Asia. These progressions can be perceived on the accompanying three 

measurements. To start with, in spite of the fact that relations among 

China and India are as yet characterized by rivalry with regards to 

incredible force governmental issues, China sees India as a likely abroad 

market for future extension, and in this way China-India relations have 



been rapidly normalised. Second, the above changes have not 

subverted the significance of Pakistan to China. This is on the grounds 

that Pakistan has a significant function in guaranteeing a stable 

provincial request in Central and South Asia and forestalling the spread 

of psychological warfare to China. Third, considerably more critically, 

after Xi Jinping's ascent to control, China proposed the fabulous 

procedure of "One Belt and One Road." India has not offered its help, 

while China has declared designs to put 46 billion US dollars in Pakistan, 

zeroed in on center undertakings in railroad development, parkway 

development, vitality, and framework with the objective of quickening 

the modernisation of industry in Pakistanand interfacing China's 

Xinjiang to Gwadar Port in Pakistan. This "China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor" will proceed with the development of China's political and 

monetary impact in Central and South Asia. 

 

  



Answer No 2: 

 Ayub presented the arrangement of "fundamental majority rule 

governments" in 1960. It comprised of an organization of nearby self-

administering bodies to give a connection between the legislature and 

the individuals. Essential overseeing units were set up to direct 

neighborhood issues; their individuals were chosen by voting public of 

800–1,000 grown-ups. A public submission among each one of those 

chosen affirmed Ayub as president. He was reappointed under this 

framework in 1965, against a solid test from a resistance joined behind 

Fatima Jinnah, the sister of Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the maker of 

Pakistan.  

 

At the point when the United States started to rearm India after China's 

attack of northern India in 1962, Ayub set up close relations with China 

and got generous military guide from it. Meanwhile, Pakistan's question 

with India over Jammu and Kashmir declined, coming full circle in the 

flare-up of war in 1965. Following fourteen days of battling, the two 

sides consented to an UN-called truce and went to a limit settlement.  

 

The inability to pick up Kashmir, joined with understudy agitation over 

testimonial limitations so heightened inner unrest that toward the 

finish of 1968 Ayub reported he would not represent re-appointment. 

Uproars proceeded, and he surrendered his office on March 26, 1969, 

to be prevailing by General Yahya Khan, president of the military. 

  



Answer No 3: 

Pakistan keeps on getting a charge out of an advantaged status in the 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC, some time ago the 

Organization of the Islamic Cooperation). As far as populace, it is the 

OIC's second biggest part. Pakistan is the main Muslim nation to have 

exploded atomic weapons, has the 6th biggest standing military power 

on the planet and an enormous work workforce working in different 

Muslim countries.It was under the guise of the second highest point of 

OIC held in Lahore between 22–24 February 1974 that Pakistan 

perceived the previous or ex-Eastern Pakistan as the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh. Pakistan had at first not welcomed Bangladesh to go to 

the culmination. Notwithstanding, as individuals from the OIC bunch 

assembled in Lahore, a few tops of the state from the Arab world put 

focus on Pakistan's at that point leader Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, to welcome 

Sheik Mujibur Rehman to join in. A seven-part designation from OIC in 

reality visited Dhaka to welcome Mujib to partake in the culmination. 

Because of the second OIC culmination, Pakistan officially perceived 

Bangladesh on 22 February 1974, and Mujib was flown by an 

uncommon airplane from Dhaka to Lahore to go to the summit.Bhutto 

consequently visited Dhaka in July 1974. Built up relations on 18 

January 1976.  

 

Pakistan has raised numerous significant issues at the second highest 

point of OIC. Pakistan has had frayed relations with India and as a result 

of its inclusion in common war, East Pakistan withdrew from West 

Pakistan in 1971. The mediation offered ascend to the territory of 

Bangladesh.  



 

Pakistan's solidarity with Palestine  

 

Primary articles: Pakistan–Palestine relations and Israel–Pakistan 

relations  

 

Pakistan helped Jordan in military activities to stifle opportunity 

development by Palestine Liberation Organization. Notwithstanding, 

Pakistan is a pundit of control of Palestinian domains by Jewish territory 

of Israel. In accordance with OIC solid position against the control of 

Palestine by Zionists, Pakistan has consistently received a position 

against Israel.  

 

Military participation  

 

See likewise: Pakistan–Saudi Arabia relations, Pakistan-Turkey relations, 

Pakistan-Indonesia relations, Pakistan-United Arab Emirates relations, 

Pakistan-Brunei relations, and Nigeria–Pakistan relations  

 

Pakistan appreciates sound and immovable military guard relations 

with numerous individuals from OIC.  

 

Armed force joint effort  



 

Armed force Service Corps School has prepared up to 30 officials from 

Muslim nations like Bangladesh, Bosnia, Maldives, Palestine, 

Turkey.Pakistan Army Military College of Signals has prepared more 

than 500 officers[4] from spots, for example, Burma, Bahrain, 

Bangladesh, Bosnia, Gambia, Ghana, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, 

Kenya, Libya, Malaysia, Oman, Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Palestine, Sudan, 

South Africa, Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia, Tanzania, Turkmenistan, Uganda, 

UAE and Zambia, the majority of these nations are individual from OIC.  

 

Maritime cooperation  

 

In excess of 1900 officials from Muslim nations, for example, Saudi 

Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, Palestine, Turkmenistan, Lebanon, Iran, 

Ghana, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya and Oman have been prepared in Pakistan 

Naval Academy. Pakistan SSGN has additionally prepared officials from 

nations like Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Qatar and Iran.  

 

Military innovation coordinated effort  

 

Pakistan is thought to have built up its nuclear bomb program with a 

huge number of dollars of contributory guide from (generally) Saudi 

Arabia and Libyan oil wealth. 

 



OIC on the issue of Kashmir  

 

See additionally: Kashmir strife and Organization of Islamic Cooperation 

and Dispute with India  

 

Pakistan has consistently utilized OIC as a stage to accumulate uphold 

on the Kashmir struggle against the Republic of India. In 1969 King 

Hassan of Morocco welcomed the Government of India for the 1969 

Summit in Rabat. Yet, after Pakistan then ruler Gen Yahya Khan took 

steps to leave, King Hassan mentioned the Indian agents not to go to 

the meeting. 

 

During the OIC 1994 Conference in Tehran, Pakistan prevailing with 

regards to convincing the part nations to make the "OIC Contact Group 

on Kashmir".[citation needed] The Foreign Minister of Pakistan would 

examine the chance of cutting binds with any express that perceived 

Jammu and Kashmir as "Necessary piece of India" by shielding our 

public security and geo-key interests including Kashmir; a few nations 

are not perceived by Pakistan in light of their move towards against the 

self-assurance of Kashmiris as a type of animosity. These nations are 

the State of Israel, Armenia, Costa Rica, Liberia and Zambia.  

 

A solitary wolf assault on Indian Forces on 14 February 2019, trailed by 

Indian case Air Strike hence prompted a military stalemate among India 

and Pakistan.  



 

India with its growing conciliatory, financial and military clout, has been 

fortifying its relations with center east. Consequently, in the midst of 

the pressures, Indian Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj was welcomed as 

"Visitor of Honor" by UAE to speak to India as an onlooker state. 

 

Pakistan dismissed this turn of events and requested the ejection of 

India from the highest point refering to Kashmir issue and Indian 

infringement of airspace of Pakistan, an establishing individual from 

OIC. OIC assembled crisis conference of Kashmir contact bunch on 

Pakistan's solicitation, the gathering was on February 26, 2019. 

Although, OIC censured Indian infringement of Pakistani airspace by 

India, UAE wouldn't return greeting to India. 

 

Consequently, without precedent for fifty years, the United Arab 

Emirates welcomed unfamiliar clergyman of India Sushma Swaraj to go 

to the debut entire 46th gathering of OIC unfamiliar pastors held in Abu 

Dhabi on 1 and 2 March. Pakistan boycotted the meet protesting the 

solicitation to India. Swaraj tended to the meet raising worry for 

spreading terrorism. 

  



Answer No 4 :  

The Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan (Urdu: پاکستان ی  نآئ ), 

otherwise called the 1973 Constitution, is the preeminent law of 

Pakistan. Drafted by the administration of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, with extra 

help from the nation's resistance groups, it was endorsed by the 

Parliament on 10 April and approved on 14 August 1973. 

 

The Constitution is proposed to direct Pakistan's law, its political 

culture, and framework. It distinguishes the express (its physical 

presence and its outskirts), individuals and their principal rights, state's 

protected law and orders, and furthermore the sacred structure and 

foundation of the organizations and the nation's outfitted forces.The 

initial three sections build up the guidelines, command, and separate 

forces of the three parts of the administration: a bicameral lawmaking 

body; a presidential branch administered by the Prime Minister as CEO; 

and a peak government legal executive headed by Supreme Court.The 

Constitution assigns the President of Pakistan as a stylized Head of 

State who is to speak to the solidarity of the state. The initial six articles 

of the constitution layout the political framework as bureaucratic 

parliamentary republic framework; just as Islam as its state religion.The 

Constitution additionally epitomizes arrangements specifying the lawful 

framework's consistence with Islamic orders contained in the Quran 

and Sunnah.  

 

The Parliament can't make any laws which might be repulsive or as 

opposed to the Constitution, anyway the Constitution itself might be 



altered by a 66% lion's share in both the places of the bicameral 

Parliament, not at all like the past authoritative reports of 1956 and 

1962. It has been changed after some time, and latest driving forces for 

political overhauls and changes has been revised. Albeit upheld in 1973, 

Pakistan, in any case, praises the selection of the constitution on 23 

March—when the principal set was proclaimed in 1956—every single 

year as Republic Day. 

  



Answer No 5: 

A nation's international strategy, likewise called unfamiliar relations or 

international concerns strategy, comprises of personal responsibility 

systems picked by the state to shield its public advantages and to 

accomplish objectives inside its global relations milieu. The 

methodologies are deliberately utilized to associate with different 

nations. The investigation of such methodologies is called international 

strategy examination. In late decades, because of the extending level of 

globalization and transnational exercises, states additionally should 

cooperate with non-state entertainers. These associations are assessed 

and observed in looking for the advantages of respective and 

multilateral worldwide participation.  

 

Since the public interests are fundamental, governments plan their 

international strategies through elevated level dynamic cycles. 

Objectives might be practiced by tranquil collaboration with different 

countries, or through abuse. Typically, making international strategy is 

the activity of the head of government and the unfamiliar priest (or 

comparable). Present day states utilize hundreds, thousands, or more 

expert representatives in their discretionary help. A lot of their work 

includes actualizing and investigating the adequacy of orders toward 

expressed international strategy objectives. They see to the errand of 

blending viable international strategy objectives between accomplice 

states and NGO's while additionally answering to their offices on both 

accomplishment in, and obstructions to, their endeavors.  

 



In certain nations, the governing body effectsly affects unfamiliar just 

as different territories of public arrangement, frequently in liberal 

majority rules systems. States with more grounded unitary chief parts 

of government and which need parliamentary power have more 

vulnerable administrative contribution with international strategy, 

aside from in instances of absolutism where one ruler handles 

significant choices on all public approach, where the dictator is the 

assembly. Races and different movements in government cosmetics 

can change the course of international strategies, even on regions with 

significant stretches of consistency, when new initiative comes in with 

new objectives and various perspectives on the public interests.  

 

International strategies of nations have fluctuating paces of progress 

and extents of expectation, which can be influenced by factors that 

change the apparent public interests or even influence the steadiness 

of the nation itself. The international strategy of a nation can have a 

significant and enduring effect on different nations and on the course 

of global relations overall, for example, the Monroe Doctrine clashing 

with the mercantilism arrangements of nineteenth century European 

nations and the objectives of freedom of recently framed Central 

American and South American nations.  

 

A few establishments of advanced education offer international 

strategy as a territory of specialization as a feature of an ace of political 

theory or public approach degree, for example, the Balsillie School of 

International Affairs, Sciences Po Paris, Munk School of Global Affairs, 



Graduate Institute Geneva, and London School of Economics, among 

others. 

The international strategy of Pakistan tries to advance the universally 

perceived standards of interstate relations, for example regard for sway 

and regional respectability everything being equal, non-obstruction in 

the inward undertakings of other State; peace and serene settlement of 

questions. 


